


ROOF TENT
TRE roof tent is an accessory when you go on travelling outside. It allows the users to sleep in relative safety and comfort above the vehicle, and 
leaves the internal load-space free. ... they provide excellent protection from wildlife and the elements！
 You can escape the city life at any time , go out and enjoy the fun of the nature.Enjoy more time relaxing with your friends and family. TRE roof 
tent gives you the freedom to camp anywhere you can park.

MOUNT-B TENT

MOUNT-A TENT

Material: 280G ripstop sash 
cotton plaid, PUcoating, 
waterproof1500-2000, 
sunscreen50+
Frame poles: lightweight aluminum alloy
Door and side windows: 110g environmental fixing gauze
Sunroof: 420D Oxford, PU coating, waterproof1000-1500, sunscreen30+

Mount-A Dimensions

MODEL OPEN SIZE PACKING SIZE WEIGHT(G.W./N.W.)

Mount-A 1.4M 240X140X126cm 143x125x30cm 50.8KG/48.5KG

Mount-A 1.6M 240X160X126cm 163x125x30cm 54KG/51.5KG

Mount-A 1.9M 240X190X126cm 193x125x30cm 61KG/56.5KG

One of the most important features of a tent is the part 
you sleep on. This is the inner environment of the tent. 
The sight is very clear.

Material：280G ripstop sash cotton plaid, PUcoating, waterproof1500-2000, sunscreen50+
Frame poles: lightweight aluminium alloy and side windows:110 g environmental fixing gauze
Sunroof: 420D Oxford, PU coating, waterproof1000-1500, sunscreen30+

MODEL OPEN SIZE PACKING SIZE WEIGHT(G.W./N.W.)

Mount-B 1.4M 310X140X126cm 143x125x30cm 52.7KG/50.6KG

Mount-B 1.6M 310X160X126cm 163x125x30cm 57KG/53.5KG

Mount-B 1.9M 310X190X126cm 193x125x30cm 61KG/56.5KG

Mount-B Dimensions

NORA TENT
Material: 280G CVC（canvas）PU2000mm, waterproof, water 
repellent Housing Material: ABS housing
Tent frame poles: lightweight aluminum alloy
Door and side windows: 110g environmental fixing gauze
Mattress : spongia, 30 density
Sunroof:420D Oxford, PU coating, waterproof2000, sunscreen30+

MODEL FOLDING SIZE OPEN SIZE PACKING SIZE WEIGHT(G.W./N.W.)

NORA- 2.1M 204*120*35CM 210*204*125CM 215*132*39CM N.W.82KG/ G.W.97KG

NORA -1.6M 160*120*35CM 160*210*125CM 175*130*39CM N.W.68KG/G.W.81KG



DURO TENT

AWNING

When you are in the wild and exposed in the sun , TRE awning offer you a 
space to rest. This awning is easy to mount and operate. The awning is 
rugged but lightweight ,it fits on the side of a roof rack so as to 
conveniently stored. The awning is waterproof and uv protected. Your 
awning will always be there whenever you need it !

ALUMINUM ENCASED AWNING

When you are in the wild and exposed in the sun , TRE 
awning offer you a space to rest. With the aluminum case, 
your awing is well protected. The awning is waterproof 
and uv protected. Your awning will always be there 
whenever you need it !

MODEL OPEN SIZE PACKING SIZE GROSS WEIGHT

TRE-D-1 210*125*90CM 215*130*33CM 67KG

Housing material :ABS plastic
Material :280g Oxford (ripstop),PU 2000mm waterproof, water repellent
Ladder: 2m Telescopic aluminum ladder
Mattress: 205*120*5 CM stable spongia, 30 density Cabinet quantity: 29PCS/20FCL

MODEL PACKING SIZE N/G

200X200cm 207X13X11cm 10/9.2kg

200X250cm 207X13X11cm 10.6/9.4kg

200X300cm 207X13X11cm 10.35/9.5kg

250X200cm 257X13X11cm 10.6/9.4kg

250X250cm 257X13X11cm 11.3/10.2kg

250X300cm 257X15X13cm 14/12.8kg

MODEL PACKING SIZE N/G

200X250cm 215x12x12cm 16kg

200X300cm 215x12x12cm 18kg

250X250cm 265x12x12cm 17kg

250X300cm 265x12x12cm 18kg

300X300cm 315x12x12cm 18kg

BAT AWNING

when you open TRE batting awning. It could expand 270°, provide 
provide instant shelter and a larger space for users. It specifically 
designed for harsh outback conditions.and this bat awning is 
waterproof . when you are in the wild , you don’t need worry about 
the rain.

MODEL PACKING SIZE N/G

Radius2M 205X15X15cm 15kg/13.5kg

Radius2.5M 255X15X15cm

Radius3M 305X15X15cm

Including LED light



MOUNT-B ANNEX
Annex is the perfect addition to the Rooftop tent for those 
looking for extra space. Annex provide more space for the 
users. You could use them as a change room or even an area 
for the kids to sleep.The annex is quick to setup and provides 
functional, sheltered, ground level space.

AWNING ANNEX

Awning annex is the perfect addition for those looking for 
extra space. Annex provide more space for the users. You 
could use them as a change room or even an area for the 
kids to sleep.The annex is quick to setup and provides 
functional, sheltered, ground level space.This annex need 
to be used with TRE awning . You need to choose the 
model according to your awning size.

BAT AWNING ANNEX (BAT AWNING WALL )
Bat awning annex is the perfect addition for those looking for extra space. Annex provide more space for the users. You could use them as a change 
room or even an area for the kids to sleep.The annex is quick to setup and provides functional, sheltered, ground level space.This annex need to be 
used with TRE bat awning . 
Enhance your outdoor experience with the perfect addition to the Falcon 270 Awning. Add the optional Wall A to the Falcon 270 Awning to 
increase the size to your overall coverage and ensuring to protect yourself from the elements.

GOUZE ROOM
This Gouze room need to be used with TRE awning. 
This could help you avoid the sunshine shooting.It is not only offer you some private space , but also prevent insect from entering.

AWNING SIDE WALLWhether you want to keep out of the hot sun, or stop the rain 
getting into your campsite. TRE  Awning Wall is a necessity to make 
the most of your Awning.
As a great shade solution, the awning side wall is designed to be 
easily adapted using walls to create a longer wind break and .Double 
your shade and shelter for a fraction of the cost of a new awning.

MODEL SIZE

TRTT-ANX1.4M 1.4M

TRTT-ANX1.6M 1.6M

TRTT-ANX1.9M 1.9M

MODEL SIZE

TRTT-SANX2X2-001 200X200cm

TRTT-SANX25X2-002 250X200cm

TRTT-SANX25X25-003 250X250cm

TRTT-SANX2X3-004 200X300cm

TRTT-SANX3X3-005 300X300cm

MODEL N/G

2M 7kg

2.5M 8kg

MODEL SIZE

TRTT-GR2X2-001 200X200cm

TRTT-GR25X2-002 250X200cm

TRTT-GR25X25-003 250X250cm

TRTT-GR25X3-004 250X300cm

MODEL SIZE

TRAWN-ASW-001 200X200cm

TRAWN-ASW-002 250X200cm

TRAWN-ASW-003 300X200cm



Camping has never been as easy and hassle-free as a night in 
TRE swag. TRE swag is versatile. It’s perfect for offroaders and 
overnighters or longer trips.TRE Swag is compact enough to fit 
in almost any vehicle.It is waterproof and could offer you a 
dryad warm environment when you sleep.TRE Swag is compact 
enough to fit in almost any vehicle. This is the swag you need 
when you want to escape the city and get close to nature.TRE 
swag will offer you a safe & trusted choice.

SWAG
380g rip stop canvas, 100%water proof and 
simple design

Lightweight and easy to put it in your car

Easy to use and very comfortable

Mattress included , you would enjoy a good sleep

2 windows with heavy duty mesh

With PVC carry bag,you could take 
TRE swag to any place you want

Material :340grip-stop canvas
3 hoop dome: aluminium,bending
Mattress: 205*135*6 CM Sponge Non-Deforming Sponge
Mattress, Density 30, vacuum packed
Floor: 500gsm PVC
Carry bag: PVC oxford in black color
Unfolding Size: 210*145/90(at head)*135/50(at feet)CM
Packing Size:70*30*30CM in carton
G.W.: 12.3kg SBS ZIPPER




